














































































Sufis, Copts and the Politics of Piety: Moral Regulation in Fourteenth-Century Upper Egypt I 113 

Literary, Class and Critique 

As members of a literate class (albeit often at the lower end of that stratum), sufis also 

constituted a crucial link between the discursive fields of regulatory discourse and its more socially 

inclusive active expressions. Ibn al-Durayhim began his text by explaining that his aim was not 

to present a comprehensive review of the position of dhimmfs but rather an accessible account, 

"understandable by all who read it."229 Here it is perhaps more accurate to speak of regulation 

"from the middle" rather than "from below" since literacy and access to anti-dhimmf writings was 

a central component of this group's action. The author of one the anti-dhimmf texts cited here, 

Ibn al-Naqqash, inhabited this milieu: as a khatfb and wi7liz [preacher], he had much occasion 

for wider interaction with congregants than senior judges had (his sermons were noted for their 

"effect on the heart").23o 

Sermons, obviously, were the channel of transmission from the literate to the illiterate 

popUlation-and it was in the context of Friday prayers, as noted, that most incidents of church 

destruction were initiated. From 1301, we have two examples of the kind of sermons that stirred 

passions and sparked popular violence against Christians-one from Bahnasa in Upper Egypt. 

They include the standard elements of the more elaborate anti-dhimmf texts: the Qur'anic verses 

against employing dhimmfs; the charges of treason and espionage; the insincerity of Coptic bu

reaucrats' conversion; and, most importantly, the injunction to (unauthorised) regulation in the 

form of ordering good and forbidding evil.231 

Projects of moral regulation tend to often have an "umbrella effect," mobilising support not only 

from various ideological trends, but also diverse social groups-groups which are often united in 

their experience of social crises.232 Indeed, the capacity to bring together such disparate social 

groups is what distinguishes successful projects of moral regulation. In the case of Upper Egypt, 

sufis and other Muslim groups shared the reception of problems of conversion and apostasy. On 

another front, disparate groups like MamlOk umari7' and the salaried sufis of the khi7nqi7hs both 

stood to benefit from the confiscation of Coptic endowment lands in 1354, for example: the for

mer receiving direct allotments added to their existing iqti71 lands, the latter receiving stipendiary 

positions from institutions endowed by confiscation.233 AI-Udfuwwl noted Ibn NOh's material 

poverty; the shaykh's grand ribm in QOs, he explained, had been financed by his companion, one 

Zayn ai-DIn, who worked as the collector of the jizya levied on the region's Christians. Ibn NOh 

loved this man and praised him, and mentioned him in his work on sufism.234 This friendship 

229. Manhaj fol. 4r-v. 
230. ManhaIIO:221-222, #2278. 

231. As in Zettersteen, Beitriige p. 88-89 and 91-92. 
232. See Hunt's comment that "moral regulation becomes pos
sible where some specific social anxiety serves to mobilise an 
array of different issues and alliances of disparate social forces" 
(Governing Morals p. 214-215). 

233. Ibn al-Ourayhim proposed raising the jizya and confiscating 
christian offiCials-things he likely considered would appeal 
to his MamlClk audience (Manhaj fols. 43v-44r and 55r, 
respectively). 
234. AI-Udfuwwl, ai-Tali' p. 326. 
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